Funding is a critical component of any academic research program, but applying for grants can be a stressful, overwhelming process that takes away from actual research.

Despite the importance of writing and submitting grant proposals, these skills are often not emphasized as part of academic training.

The experts at Fresh Eyes—trained as academic scientists themselves—have been in your shoes.

Even for those of us fortunate to have stellar training in writing manuscripts, applying for grants requires other skills, ones that sometimes seem more… nebulous. There can also be other struggles that come with writing, whether they are related to training gaps, time, or confidence.

BUT—these struggles can be overcome. We at Fresh Eyes share our expertise to help researchers in the US and beyond achieve their funding goals. At last count, our team has helped researchers just like you to earn more than $220 million in US federal funding alone.

Through the NIH Grant Writing Boot Camp, we are sharing the keys to success with select groups like yours, so you will be better positioned to fund your research.

This workshop is for you if:
- You are inexperienced in the world of grants (NIH or otherwise); or
- You have some experience in NIH grants but with mixed results.
- You are a researcher who wants your grant applications to be successful
- You are tired of trying to figure out “what do funders and reviewers really want?”
- You want to write more clearly and effectively all the time.

The 2-day NIH Grant Writing Boot Camp will equip you with the tools for:
- Identifying funding opportunities and tailoring your proposals to the needs of both the agencies and reviewers
- Positioning your applications for success with both reviewers and their agencies
- Optimizing the key features of successful proposals
- Interpreting reviewer critiques, especially for resubmission
- Writing the persuasive grant
- Writing and editing your own work for maximum clarity and effect
- Using principles of good communication

With these tools, you will:
- Gain confidence in your writing ability
- Be able to improve your grant proposals today
- Reduce the stress and fear surrounding grant-writing!

You can continue to get caught in the training gap and possibly get more rejections than you would like…

OR

You can attend the NIH Grant Writing Boot Camp to increase your chances of funding success, allowing you to spend more time doing the work you love.